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High resolution synchrotron photoelectron spectra~PES! of ethylene have been obtained at several
photon energies in the range 30 to 220 eV. Further evidence is presented that the correlation
~satellite! peak at 27.4 eV binding energy is ‘‘intrinsic’’ in nature. A new correlation peak at 21.4 eV
binding energy, however, is found to be a ‘‘dynamic’’ correlation. Several PES of 1-13C-ethylene
have also been obtained and have been found to be identical to those of normal ethylene. Both of
the correlation peaks are also present in the labeled species with similar photon energy behaviors.
Sophisticated theoretical calculations are found to agree quantitatively with the experimental PES
spectra. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interpretation of photoelectron spectra has benefit
tremendously from molecular orbital models wherein t
motion of electrons are considered to be independent of e
other. These models are successful at predicting the m
features of valence shell and inner shell photoelectron sp
tra, however they cannot account for the ‘‘extra’’ peaks th
are often observed. These extra peaks in the experime
photoelectron spectra were initially called satellite
shake-up peaks, though the more proper name correla
peaks~For consistency, the experimental phenomena will
referred to as ‘‘correlation peaks’’1 and the theoretical repre
sentation or interpretation of these phenomena as ‘‘corre
tion states.’’2! is preferable as it indicates the mechanis
responsible for these features. It is precisely from the int
actions~correlations! of electrons in atomic or molecular sys
tems that these correlation peaks appear in the photoelec
spectra of many species.3–28The correlation states of atoms
especially the noble gas atoms, have been investigated
tensely, however the study of these states in molecular s
tems is still in its infancy. This work presents perhaps one
the most thorough investigations of the correlations of
simple, nondiatomic molecule.

Schemes have been proposed, such as those by Be
and Shirley,3 to classify correlation states and their produ
tion mechanisms by studying the photon energy depende
of the ratios of the satellite peak intensities to the main
‘‘parent’’ peaks observed in the photoelectron spectra
noble gas atoms. The photon energy dependence of sate
main peak intensities in photoelectron spectra has been
vestigated in pioneering studies by Wuilleumier and Kraus4

The earlier x-ray studies were, however, hampered by p
energy resolution and many closely spaced satellites w
not resolved. With the introduction of high intensity and hig
brilliance synchrotron sources, such photon energy dep

a!To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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dence studies have now led to less ambiguous measurem
of the satellite/main peak intensities. Those correlation~sat-
ellite! peaks that exhibit a constant ratio with increasing ph
ton energy are referred to as intrinsic correlations and a
considered to be caused by initial and/or final state config
ration interaction;1–3 whereas those correlation~satellite!
peaks that exhibit a strong photon energy dependence in
satellite to main peak intensity ratio are referred to as d
namic correlations and can be produced by shake-
processes,3–7 continuum state interactions,3,7,9,10 or inter-
channel coupling.3,6,7,29The term ‘‘shakeup’’ is used here in a
limited sense to refer only to correlation peaks that exhibit
particular photon energy dependence in their cross secti
as discussed by Becker and Shirley.3

Several experimental and theoretical studies on atom
systems3–22have indicated that the phenomenological class
fication of correlation states into intrinsic and dynamic co
relations is very useful in understanding the complexity
electron–electron interactions. Recent studies on molecu
systems23–28 have also shown that the Becker–Shirley cla
sification is feasible. In particular, a recent study on a we
known correlation peak27 of ethylene at 27.4 eV binding en-
ergy has revealed that this peak clearly results from intrins
correlations. The satellite/main peak intensity ratio has be
shown to be effectively constant over a wide photon ener
range~40 to 1500 eV!. Furthermore, comparisons of the ex
perimentally derived satellite/main intensity ratio with theo
retical multireference singles and doubles configuration i
teraction~MRSDCI! calculations by Murray and Davidson30

indicated that quantitative agreement can be obtained. A
so, highly sophisticated theoretical calculations can provi
quantitativepredictions of the photoelectron intensities o
medium-sized molecules such as ethylene. This result is v
encouraging for molecular investigations and illustrates t
importance of high quality theoretical calculations and car
ful analysis of high resolution synchrotron photoelectro
spectra.

Ethylene @C2H4(D2h)# has the following electronic
63856385/15/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physicst¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6386 Desjardins et al.: Correlation states of ethylene
configuration in the ground state: (1ag)
2(1b1u)

2(2ag)
2

(2b1u)
2(1b2u)

2(3ag)
2(1b3g)

2(1b3u)
2, having 1Ag symme-

try. All orbital symmetries are referenced to the molecu
lying in theyz plane, with the C–C double bond along thez
axis.

The photoelectron spectrum~PES! of ethylene, the sim-
plest unsaturated hydrocarbon, has been investigated ex
sively both experimentally12,27,28,31–34 and theoret-
ically.30,34–41The PES of the carbon 2s region of ethylene
was first reported by Gelius12 using AlKa x rays~1487 eV!
in 1974. It was also reported by Berndtssonet al.31 in 1975
and subsequently studied by Banna and Shirley32 with Mg
Ka ~1253 eV! and YM z ~132 eV! x-ray sources. According
to self-consistent field~SCF! calculations, the peaks at 23.
and 19.2 eV binding energy were assigned as 2ag and 2b1u
primary ionization peaks, respectively. The strong satellite
27.4 eV, with an intensity of 39% of the 2ag primary peak in
the Mg Ka spectrum32 was originally assigned as a2B1u

~considering the molecule to be in its properyz orientation!
correlation state.12,31,32 The task of the earlier theoretica
calculations41–51was to assign the five main bands~below 20
eV binding energy! through Koopmans’ Theorem at th
Hartree–Fock~HF! level. The first study that went beyon
the HF approximation~Green’s function method35! was pub-
lished in 1976. Martin and Davidson36 performed a small
configuration interaction~CI! calculation on the ethylene cat
ion which agreed with experimental PES results, but in
cated that the intense satellite at 27.4 eV belonged to the2Ag

symmetry manifold, with a calculated intensity of 30% of th
primary 2ag peak. Subsequent electron momentum spectr
copy ~EMS! experiments,42,43 also known as binary (e,2e)
spectroscopy, confirmed this symmetry assignment; howe
the satellite/main peak intensity ratios obtained were diff
ent. Differences in the correlation peak intensity ratios b
tween EMS and PES have previously been observed in ar
3s21 ionization spectra.21 Investigation into the nature of
these differences are actively being pursued.44–47

Cederbaumet al.37 performed Green’s function calcula
tions, including more correlation configurations in their in
vestigation than Martin and Davidson,36 but used smaller
basis sets without diffuse Rydberg functions. The resu
agreed qualitatively with experiment, but the calculatio
predicted a much richer structure than can be experiment
resolved. Two2Ag correlation states of roughly equal inten
sity less than 1 eV apart centered at 23.5 eV and another
closely spaced2Ag correlation states centered at 27.5 e
were found. The intensity of this dual satellite~27.5 eV! was
found to be 24% of the dual primary peak~23.5 eV!.37 The
recent MRSDCI calculation of Murray and Davidson30 with
the Cederbaum basis set37 lead to a conclusion similar to the
previous work of Martin and Davidson,36 as neither calcula-
tion produced the twinning phenomenon of the2Ag peak at
23.5 eV binding energy.

In addition to these earlier calculations, Baker38 investi-
gated the PES of ethylene using the EOM/propagator te
nique. Two2Ag correlation states of roughly the same inte
sity centered at 23.2 eV were found, but only one2Ag

correlation state at 27.26 eV. Truncation of the virtual spa
caused the twinning phenomenon to disappear for the cas
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10Downloaded¬11¬Dec¬2003¬to¬137.82.31.65.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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the satellite state. Two calculations based on the symmet
adapted cluster~SAC! expansion CI theory performed by
Nakatsuji39 and Wasada and Hirao40 are also of interest as no
twinning of the 2Ag primary peak was observed, nor wa
there any strong2Ag satellite between 27.0 and 30.0 eV bind
ing energy. Furthermore, the 27.4 eV satellite peak was
signed back to2B1u symmetry contrary to most of the other
theoretical calculations.36,37

In all of these previous calculations, the overall size o
the basis set was never larger than 70-CGTO. The pres
work is aimed at resolving the discrepancies among the d
ferent approaches, through the use of a larger basis set~196-
CGTO!. A concise summary of the theoretical approach
and predicted intensity ratios for the 27.4 eV correlation sta
is shown in Table I.

In the present study, the well-known correlation peak
27.4 eV binding energy, assigned to the2Ag symmetry
manifold,36 has been confirmed as an intrinsic correlation27

based on additional experimental data. Also, more eviden
of the dynamic nature of the newly discovered28 correlation
peak at 21.4 eV has been obtained based on PES spectr
normal ethylene and13C labeled ethylene. The interesting
photon energy dependence of the new correlation state
extensively discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The synchrotron photoelectron spectra~PES! were
obtained at the Canadian Synchrotron Radiation Facil
~CSRF! at the Aladdin Storage Ring of the University o
Wisconsin at Madison’s Synchrotron Radiation Cent
~SRC!. The spectra were collected using the McPherson ph
toelectron spectrometer equipped with a multichannel pla
detector48 in conjunction with both the grasshopper grazin
incidence monochromator49 with high and low energy grat-
ings and the 3 m toroidal grating monochromator~3
m-TGM!,50 also with high and low energy gratings. Angula
corrections are not required as the photoelectrons were c
lected at the pseudomagic angle.51 All reported intensity ra-
tios were corrected for analyzer transmission effects.25 Fur-
ther background corrections were made for low ener
scattered electrons and stray light for the data obtained w
the 3 m-TGM which provided most of the lower photon

TABLE I. Summary of theoretical calculations.

Reference Methoda
Calculated

intensity ratiob Commenta

Martin and
Davidson~Ref. 36!

MRSDCI 30% no twinning

Cederbaum
et al. ~Ref. 37!

MBPT 24% twinning

Murray and
Davidson~Ref. 30!

MRSDCI 35% no twinning

Baker ~Ref. 38! EOM 23% partial twinning
Present CI 1p-2h 35% no twinning
work MRSDCI ~MO! 35% twinning

MRSDCI ~ANO! 35% twinning

aSee the text for details.
bSatellite~27.4 eV! to main peak intensity ratio.
2, No. 16, 22 April 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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energy PES spectra. A single Matheson Gas Products
search purity~99.99%! sample of ethylene was used for al
experimentation. Further experiments were also conduc
with isotopically labeled ethylene~1-13C-ethylene! from Iso-
tec ~99% pure!. Note that this particular sample has one13C
atom whereas the other carbon atom is ‘‘normal’’12C.

The transmission of the spectrometer has been th
oughly investigated using neon 2s and 2p ionization cross
sections for calibration studies. The transmission of the spe
trometer is found to be linear in electron kinetic energ
above 20 eV; below this energy, the transmission is relative
constant.25 Gaussian curves are fitted to the Ne peaks acco
ing to known experimental energy resolutions, using the pr
gram Peakfit~version 3!. The areas~intensities! of the Gauss-
ian fitted peaks were obtained and the appropriate intens
ratios derived. Intensity ratios of photoelectron peaks a
corrected for transmission effects; these corrections ran
from approximately 20% at 45 eV down to approximatel
2% at 200 eV. The intensity of second order radiations fro
the CSRF grasshopper monochromator was also investiga
via the 2p peak of neon and it was found that second ord
radiation is of significant intensity only at photon energie
lower than those over which the spectra were obtained. T
second order radiation maximizes in intensity~approxi-
mately 40%! between 30 and 35 eV primary photon energ
but quickly falls off, down to approximately 1% of the first
order intensity by 45 eV. The total experimental energy res
lution, including both electron analyzer and monochromat
effects, was found to range from 490 meV FWHM at 45 eV
to 820 meV FWHM at 200 eV. For the spectra obtained wit
the 3 m-TGM, the low energy scattering of electrons caus
an exponential-decay-like low kinetic energy backgroun
which made a further correction necessary. ‘‘No gas’’ bac
ground spectra were run in conjunction with the ethylen
spectra at the various photon energies; these backgro
spectra were then scaled~all points multiplied by a constant!
to match the low kinetic energy tail of the ethylene spectr
The background spectra were then subtracted from the e
ylene spectra and the resulting spectra were then analy
with the same procedure as the other~grasshopper! spectra.
The error limits shown in the transmission corrected inte
sity ratios refer to statistical uncertainties arising from curv
fitting alone. Systematic errors due to the assumed base
and transmission function are estimated to be less than 10

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The Hartree–Fock~HF! approximation for the ground
state wave function of a neutral molecule can be represen
asCHF(N), whereN represents the number of electrons i
the system. Ionization can then be represented by the p
mary hole configuration wave functionFk(N21), which
corresponds to removal of an electron from thekth occupied
orbital. If ak is an annihilation operator that destroys orbita
k in CHF(N), then

Fk~N21!5akCHF~N!. ~1!

If there aren occupied orbitals inCHF(N), then the spectrum
should consist ofn primary peaks. Koopmans’ Theorem
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬11¬Dec¬2003¬to¬137.82.31.65.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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states that, to the extent these approximations are accurate
these peaks will be at positions given by the negative of the
orbital energies.

However, the appearance of correlation peaks in photo-
electron spectra proves the inadequacy of simple single-
particle methods. Ionic configurations can also be formed by
a combination of excitations and ionizations. The one-
particle two-hole (1p-2h) configuration involves the re-
moval of two electrons from the ground state configuration;
one is lost by ionization, the other is excited to a virtual
orbital of the ground state. This configuration can be repre-
sented as

Fkl
r ~N21!5akalar

†C~N!, ~2!

wherek and l are the occupied orbitals involved in the ex-
citation and ionization processes andar

† is a creation opera-
tor that places an electron in virtual orbitalr . If these con-
figurations were true states of the ion, then the ion should
have excitation energies corresponding to the differences be-
tween them and the ground state of the ion. Since photoion-
ization is dominated by one-electron dipole mechanisms, the
intensities of the peaks associated with these states would be
zero.

All configurations, 0p-1h ~primary hole!, 1p-2h, 2p-
3h ~two-particle, three-holes!, etc. are required to form a
complete set of functions. Therefore the wave function for
any state of the ion is written as a linear combination of all
possible configurations:

C ion5 (
k51

n

CkFk~N21!1(
klr

Ckl
r Fkl

r ~N21!1••• , ~3!

where theC’s are configuration interaction~CI! coefficients
and the first sum is over then 0p-1h configurations of the
ion corresponding to the primary peaks. In simplified nota-
tion the j th eigenstate of the cation can be written as

C j~N21!5(
p

Cp jF
~p!~N21!, ~4!

whereCpj is a coefficient that describes the extent of con-
figuration mixing andF (p)(N21) is the pth possible ion
configuration ~0p-1h, 1p-2h, etc.!. Similarly the ground
state of the neutral molecule can be represented as

C~N!5(
q

DqF
~q!~N!, ~5!

whereF (q)(N) describes theqth possible configuration of
the neutral molecule~i.e., HF, 1p-1h, 2p-2h, etc.! andDq is
the CI coefficient for theqth configuration.

The pole strength~probability! for the j th ionic state is
defined by the square of the norm:

Sj
25i^C j~N21!uC~N!&N21i25I(

p,q

Cp j* DqspqI 2, ~6!

where

spq5^F~p!~N21!uF~q!~N!&N21 ~7!
, No. 16, 22 April 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6388 Desjardins et al.: Correlation states of ethylene
and the subscript on the bracket indicates integration ov
only N21 electrons.

Further the Dyson orbital can be defined as

wDyson
j 5Sj

21^C j~N21!uC~N!&N215Sj
21(

p,q

Cp j* Dqspq

~8!

which allows the transition moment~the square of which is
proportional to the intensity!

M j5^C j~N21!x j~k!umuC~N!& ~9!

to be written as

M j5^x j~k!umuwDyson
j &Sj , ~10!

where x j (k) is the continuum function for the outgoing
~ejected! electron associated with statej andm is the dipole
operator.

If initial state configuration interaction~ISCI! and final
ionic state configuration interaction~FISCI! are considered,
correlation peaks generally arise through transitions to hi
energy states of thesame symmetryas the associated primary
hole state. The intensity ratio of thej th satellite~correlation!
peak to thepth primary peak is given by1,2

I ~ j ,k8!

I ~p,k!
'
M j

2

Mp
2 5

uSj^x j~k8!umuwDyson
j &u2

uSp^xp~k!umuwDyson
p &u2

. ~11!

For most satellites~correlation states! it is possible to
identify a primary hole state (0p-1h) such thatwDyson

j

' wDyson
p . In this case,

I ~ j !

I ~p!
'
Sj
2

Sp
2 ~12!

if the comparison is made at the same outgoing photoele
tron kinetic energy~i.e.,k8'k! and ifx j is sufficiently simi-
lar to x p in the region of space close to the molecule. If th
satellite/main intensity ratio is computed at the same phot
energy then it must further be assumed that the dipole tra
sition matrix elements do not change rapidly withk. For the
present study this condition holds favorably since the kine
energies are.10 eV. Furthermore, the coupling of channel
in the continuum is neglected.1,2 With these approximations,
Eq. ~12! is formally equivalent to the sudden approximatio
of Åberg52 in the limit k→`. In the present approximation
the explicit form of the continuum function is not specified
It is only assumed that the continuum functions are simil
for the states being compared~i.e., for the relative ratios!.

For a qualitative understanding of the PES spectrum
single determinant HF wave function is assumed for the in
tial neutral state. For thepth primary hole state, the coeffi-
cient of one 0p-1h configuration is assumed to be dominan
In a correlation state, all of the 0p-1h coefficients are small,
but one of the 0p-1h coefficients is assumed to be much
larger than the others. In this case, the intensity ratio of t
j th satellite peak to thepth primary peak involving the same
0p-1h dominant configuration is1,2,36

I ~ j !

I ~p!
'
Cpj
2

Cpp
2 . ~13!
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It has been observed that with FISCI and without ISCI, the
intensities were satisfactory in the aggregate but very wrong
in detail;53 however, with both FISCI and ISCI, the agree-
ment of the theoretical PES spectrum with experiment was
much better.

A 196-CGTO basis set, defined later, was used in three
different sets of configuration interaction calculations. Both
final and initial state CI was included. The calculated ener-
gies of the PES peaks have been shifted slightly from the
calculated values shown in Table II so that the primary peak
from each symmetry agrees with its experimental position.30

The results of the calculations are shown in Table III and
Figs. 12 and 13.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The intrinsic correlation state

Figures 1 and 2 show sample synchrotron photoelectron
spectra of normal ethylene, taken at 91.1 and 59.5 eV photo
energy, respectively, having peaks associated with ionizatio
from the six valence molecular orbitals. The energy scale
was calibrated by aligning the binding energy of the 1b3u
peak~10.51 eV! with high resolution HeI spectra.54 The ex-
tra peak, labeled ‘‘sat,’’ is the well-known correlation peak
originally observed by Gelius.12 Note that further improve-
ments in the experimental energy resolution up to;150 meV
FWHM does not better resolve the inner valence region. The
present widths of the inner valence peaks correspond close
to their natural linewidths which is consistent with the fact
that these are largely dissociative states.

Figure 3 shows a sample spectrum of13C-labeled ethyl-
ene~1-13C–C2H4! at 59.5 eV photon energy. It can be seen
that the PES spectrum of isotopically labeled ethylene~Fig.
3! is very similar to that of normal ethylene~Fig. 2! at the
same photon energy with regards to binding energies, pea
areas, and peak widths, further confirming that the extra
structure~labeled sat! found in the PES is of ‘‘electronic
origins,’’ i.e., largely independent of nuclear structure. It is
well-known that vibrational frequencies, and thus the
Franck–Condon widths associated with photoionization, are
influenced by deuterium substitution of the hydrogen atoms
in ethylene.55 In this particular experiment,13C substitution
will also change the vibrational frequencies of ethylene and
thus decrease the Franck–Condon widths associated wit

TABLE II. Calculated ionization energies together with the experimental
binding energies of the primary and intense satellite peaks in the PES o
ethylene.

Orbital
SCF ionization
energy~eV!

MRSDCI ~ANO! ionization
energy~eV!

Experimental binding
energy~eV!

1b3u 10.2 10.38 10.5a

1b3g 13.8 12.91 12.9a

3ag 15.9 14.66 14.7a

1b2u 17.5 16.02 15.9a

2b1u 21.5 19.24 19.2b

2ag 28.1 23.3, 24.5 23.7b

27.7, 28.7 27.4b

aFrom Ref. 31.
bFrom Ref. 32.
, No. 16, 22 April 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Do
TABLE III. The calculated line positions and intensities for the PES of ethylenea @the MRSDCI ~ANO!
calculation#.

Symmetry
Root
index

Ionization
energyb ~eV!

Intensityc

Sj
2 Important configurationsd

Ag 1 14.7 0.81 0.93(3ag)
21

0.16(3ag)
21(1b3u)

22(1b2g)
2

2 22.1 0.00 0.95(1b3u)
22(nag)

1

3 23.4 0.19 0.77(1b3u)
22(nag)

1

0.46(2ag)
21

0.28(2b1u)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

4 24.6 0.28 0.59(1b3u)
22(nag)

1

0.55(2ag)
21

0.45(2b1u)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

5 25.1 0.02 0.92(1b3u)
22(nag)

1

0.19(2b1u)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

0.15(2ag)
21

7 27.1 0.02 0.71(2b1u)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

0.40(3ag)
21(1b3u)

22(1b2g)
2

0.34(1b3u)
22(nag)

1

0.16(2ag)
21

8 27.6 0.01 0.92(1b3u)
22(nag)

1

0.14(2b1u)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

0.11(2ag)
21

9 27.8 0.03 0.84(3ag)
21(1b3u)

21(nb3u)
1

0.27(3ag)
21(1b3u)

22(1b2g)
2

0.20(2b1u)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

0.18(2ag)
21

10 28.61 0.09 0.49(2b1u)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

0.43(1b3g)
22(nag)

1

0.37(3ag)
21(1b3u)

22(1b2g)
2

0.29(2ag)
21

11 28.64 0.01 0.79(3ag)
21(1b3u)

21(nb3u)
1

0.47(1b3u)
22(nag)

1

0.10(3ag)
21(1b3u)

22(1b2g)
2

0.09(2ag)
21

0.03(3ag)
21

12 28.9 0.04 0.71(1b3g)
22(nag)

1

0.27(3ag)
21(1b3u)

22(1b2g)
2

0.25(2b1u)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

0.24(1b2u)
22(nag)

1

0.20(2ag)
21

13 29.1 0.02 0.76(1b3u)
22(nag)

1

0.35(3ag)
21(1b3u)

21(nb3u)
1

0.19(2b1u)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

0.16(2ag)
21

15 29.9 0.01 0.78(1b2u)
21(1b3u)

21(1b1g)
1

0.37(1b3g)
21(1b3u)

22(1b1g)
1(1b2g)

1

0.26(1b3u)
22(nag)

1

0.10(2ag)
21

B3u 1 10.5 0.81 0.95(1b3u)
21

2 23.9 0.00 0.92(1b3u)
22(2b3u)

1

0.11(1b3u)
21(1b2u)

21(2b2u)
1

B2u 1 15.9 0.71 0.88(1b2u)
21

0.33(1b3g)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

0.11(1b2u)
21(1b3u)

22(1b2g)
2

2 18.2 0.02 0.93(1b3g)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

0.14(1b2u)
21

3 22.1 0.06 0.80(1b3g)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

0.28(1b2u)
21(1b3u)

22(1b2g)
2

0.22(1b2u)
21

B1u 1 19.2 0.61 0.82(2b1u)
21

0.41(3ag)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

0.13(2ag)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

2 20.3 0.06 0.91(3ag)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

0.26(2b1u)
21

3 23.4 0.0050 0.94(1b3u)
22(nb1u)

1
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6390 Desjardins et al.: Correlation states of ethylene
TABLE III. ~Continued.!

Symmetry
Root
index

Ionization
energyb ~eV!

Intensityc

Sj
2 Important configurationsd

0.07(2b1u)
21

4 24.3 0.08 0.83(3ag)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

0.26(2b1u)
21

0.23(2b1u)
21(1b3u)

22(1b2g)
2

B3g 1 12.9 0.79 0.92(1b3g)
21

0.16(1b2u)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

0.14(1b3g)
21(1b3u)

22(1b2g)
2

2 21.9 0.00 0.94(1b2u)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

3 24.2 0.01 0.70(1b2u)
21(1b3u)

21(1b2g)
1

0.57(1b3g)
21(1b3u)

22(1b2g)
2

B2g 1 17.2e 0.02 0.94(1b3u)
22(nb2g)

1

0.11(3ag)
21(1b3u)

21(nb1u)
1

B1g 1 34.6f

Au 1 43.7f

aFor each symmetry, the MRSDCI wave functions were used for the cation and the neutral molecule and all
calculations were based on the average natural orbitals except for theB1g andAu symmetries~see the text for
details!.
bThe first root energies have been adjusted to experimental data separately for each symmetry. The same
constant shift was used for the rest of the roots in that symmetry.
cThe values less than 0.005 were ignored.
dThe absolute values for the CI coefficients were taken.
eThe energy of the ground state of the neutral molecule was taken as the average value~278.408 693 42
hartree! from the other 5-root calculation results. The second root of this symmetry lies at 25.9 eV with an
intensity less than 0.005.
fThe energy of the ground state of the neutral molecule was taken as the average value~278.408 693 42
hartree! from the other 5-root calculation results. The energy of this symmetry was from the 1p-2h CI
calculation result. The pole strength is less than 1024.
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outer valence ionization. High resolution PES with supe
sonic molecular beams have been able to resolve the o
valence vibrational structure of ethylene;56 however, the
present study is more concerned with the inner valence
satellite regions. For the inner valence region13C substitu-
tion is a reasonably sensitive test of ‘‘nuclear effects’’
correlation states.13C substitution introduces an asymmetr
1/12 change in nuclear mass of one of the carbons. If th
extra peaks are not purely electronic effects but are infl
enced by some electron–nuclear scattering process,
there should be some differences in their inner valence P
No detectable difference is observed~cf. Figs. 2 and 3!, thus
‘‘nuclear effects’’ as a possible factor contributing to the sa
ellite structure in the photoelectron spectrum of ethylene
discounted. The present results lend further support to c
rent theoretical approaches to the interpretation of correlat
peaks as arising from solutions of theelectronicmany-body
Schrödinger equation for both the neutral and final ion
states. Although non-Born–Oppenheimer~nonadiabatic! ef-
fects have been predicted and observed in the outer vale
photoelectron spectrum of ethylene, they are seen to be r
tively small effects.57,58 Another theoretical study on vi-
bronic coupling effects in the inner valence photoelectr
spectrum of acetylene59 showed no significant intensity bor
rowing between different satellite states. The present st
on normal ethylene and13C-labeled ethylene is part of a
growing number of explorations of nonadiabatic effects
the inner valence region of PES spectra and seems to sup
the earlier theoretical studies.57,59
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 10Downloaded¬11¬Dec¬2003¬to¬137.82.31.65.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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FIG. 1. Synchrotron PES spectrum of normal ethylene at 91.1 eV. Th
curve-fitting model used for all of the spectra is shown by the dashed Gau
sians and the solid base line. Single Gaussian peaks are fitted to the exp
mental peaks attributed to ionization from the outer valence orbitals. Tw
Gaussian peaks of equal widths are fitted to each of the experimental pe
attributed to the satellite~27.4 eV!, 2ag

21 and 1b1u
21. The sum of the peaks is

represented as a solid line. The spectrum as shown is not corrected
transmission effects. The estimated total experimental energy resolution
470 meV FWHM. The standard orbital notation assumesD2h symmetry
with the molecule in theyz plane~see inset diagram!.
2, No. 16, 22 April 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6391Desjardins et al.: Correlation states of ethylene
The correlation peak at 27.4 eV has been thorough
investigated by measuring the satellite/main 2ag

21 peak in-
tensity ratio at different photon energies from 40 to 220 e
These ratios are presented in Fig. 4, with previous x-ray me
surements also shown for comparison. The approximate
constant trend reported previously27 is seen to continue at the
lower photon energies, approaching the threshold. Very clo
to threshold~hn,40 eV!, the conditionk8'k does not hold
and Eq.~12! is not rigorously valid thus slight variations are
expected. PES at photon energies less thanhn536 eV are
difficult to obtain with the present electrostatic photoelectro
energy analyzer. The difficulty arises from background pro
lems associated with low energy scattered electrons. T
dashed line represents the ratio~0.35! calculated from the
MRSDCI~ANO! calculation~see Sec. IV C!. The high value
for Al Ka is probably a result of experimental factors unac
counted for as the published spectrum was deconvoluted
ing a peak profile similar to that used for the fitting of th

FIG. 2. PES of normal ethylene taken at 59.5 eV. The spectrum as show
not corrected for transmission effects.

FIG. 3. PES of 1-13C-ethylene taken at 59.5 eV. The spectrum as shown
not corrected for transmission effects. The isotopically labeled ethylene
seen to have a similar spectrum to that of normal ethylene.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬11¬Dec¬2003¬to¬137.82.31.65.¬Redistribution¬subject
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synchrotron spectra. Figure 5 shows the photon energy d
pendence of the correlation peak at 27.4 eV in the case
1-13C-ethylene. The dashed line also represents the sam
MRSDCI~ANO! calculation shown in Fig. 4. The constant
value of the intensity ratio observed in both normal~Fig. 4!
and labeled~Fig. 5! ethylene is indicative of an intrinsic
correlation, using the notation of Becker and Shirley,3 a re-
sult of initial and/or final state configuration interaction.
These configuration interactions are always occuring, and th
photoionization process only allows them to be seen—it doe
not produce them—thus, there should be no photon ener
dependence expected within the conditions discussed in S

is

is
is

FIG. 4. Photon energy dependence of the 27.4 eV major satellite/main 2ag
21

peak intensity ratios derived from synchrotron PES measurements for no
mal ethylene. The experimentally derived ratios are corrected for transmi
sion effects. The open circles with error bars are data from the grasshopp
monochromator and the solid diamonds are data from the 3 m-TGM. Pr
vious x-ray measurements~Refs. 31 and 32! are shown as solid circles. The
dashed line is the predicted satellite/main intensity ratio from the MRSD
CI~ANO! calculation~see Table III!.

FIG. 5. Photon energy dependence of the 27.4 eV major satellite/main 2ag
21

peak intensity ratios for 1-13C-ethylene. The ratios are corrected for trans-
mission effects and shown as open circles with error bars. The ratios f
normal ethylene are shown as solid diamonds for comparison.
, No. 16, 22 April 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6392 Desjardins et al.: Correlation states of ethylene
III. The threshold has been approached, within the limit
tions of the current instrumentation, yet the constant tre
has been observed to continue, providing further eviden
against contributions from mechanisms like shake-up or i
terchannel coupling. The excellent quantitative agreeme
between experiment and theory~as shown by the dashed line
in Figs. 4 and 5! indicates that the theoretical understandin
of the 2Ag correlation peak at 27.4 eV is on a solid founda
tion. The calculations are discussed in detail in Sec. IV C.

B. The dynamic correlation state

A new correlation peak at 21.4 eV binding energy i
observed in the synchrotron photoelectron spectrum of e
ylene taken at 49.5 eV photon energy~see Fig. 6!. The same
correlation peak can be observed in a previously report
He II spectrum,33 however it was not acknowledged in tha
particular study. Because of the low intensity of this peak,
is quite easy to consider the peak as part of the backgrou
Only a variable photon energy experiment can unambig
ously identify a low-intensity peak of this nature. A 1978
Green’s function calculation by Cederbaumet al.37 did pre-
dict an intrinsic correlation state between the 2b1u and 2ag
main peaks, associated with the 2b1u peak. The new corre-
lation peak at 21.4 eV has a well-defined peak shape~1.5 eV
FWHM! and is found to have significant intensity over
certain photon energy range. The same satellite peak is a
observed in the synchrotron PES of13C-labeled ethylene in
the same range of photon energies~see Fig. 7!. An investi-
gation of the pressure dependence of the photoionizat
cross section has shown that the correlation peak at 21.4
is not a result of inelastic processes. The intensity ratio of t
new correlation peak to the 2b1u main peak was found to
vary by less than 4% over an order of magnitude of chan
in pressure. Nor is the new satellite caused by Auger pr

FIG. 6. Main: A representative photoelectron spectrum of normal ethyle
taken at 49.5 eV photon energy with a total energy resolution of 360 me
FWHM. Insert: A section of the photoelectron spectrum of ethylene obtain
with several scans highlighting the new correlation peak at 21.4 eV bindi
energy between the 2b1u and 2ag peaks. The peak at 27.4 eV binding
energy is produced by intrinsic correlations~Ref. 27!. The spectra as shown
are not corrected for transmission effects.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬11¬Dec¬2003¬to¬137.82.31.65.¬Redistribution¬subject
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cesses or second order radiations. The peak binding ener
position was found to be constant with changing photon en
ergy and the experiments were conducted at photon energ
where second order radiation is inconsequential. Furthe
more, there is a consistent agreement between the two sets
experimental data obtained on two different synchrotro
beamlines~i.e., CSRF grasshopper and SRC 3 m-TGM!. In
addition, the only previous report of this correlation peak
using HeII radiation shows reasonable agreement with th
synchrotron results, indicating that the results obtained in th
present study are not caused by any experimental artifact.

The ratio of the new correlation peak intensity to the
intensity of the 2b1u peak for normal ethylene as a function
of photon energy is shown in Fig. 8. The 2b1u main peak is
tentatively chosen as the primary peak associated with th
new correlation peak for convenience. The present results a
independent of this choice since the photon energy depe
dences of the 2ag/2b1u and 1b2u/2b1u intensity ratios are
constantin the photon energy range of the current investiga
tion. The experimentally derived new correlation peak/2b1u
intensity ratio clearly shows a strong photon energy depen
dence and would appear to be a result of dynamic correl
tions. The new peak has significant intensity only at lowe
photon energies, i.e., less than 70 eV, and is virtually unno
ticeable beyond 150 eV, thus explaining why this peak wa
not observed in previous high resolution x-ray photoelectro
spectra.31,32,34Bieri and Åsbrink33 detected this peak in their
He II work, but did not make any comment as to its origin.
Their published experimental spectrum has been digitize
and deconvoluted like the synchrotron PES to obtain a valu
for the satellite to 2b1u main peak ratio which is also shown
in Fig. 8. The large error bar associated with this point is
indicative of the uncertainty resulting from the digitization of
the published spectrum and the lack of knowledge of th
background and transmission characteristics of the spectro
eter used. Also, the HeII work was conducted atu590°, thus

e
V
d
g

FIG. 7. Main: A representative photoelectron spectrum of 1-13C-ethylene
taken at 49.5 eV to show that the PES is similar to that of normal ethylen
having the same new correlation peak at 21.4 eV with the same intensi
Insert: Another spectrum obtained with better statistics to highlight the ne
correlation peak. The spectra as shown are not corrected for transmiss
effects.
, No. 16, 22 April 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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requiring an angular correction to the ratio. This slight co
rection is not known and was not applied to the data~see Fig.
8!.

The photoionization differential cross sections for unpo
larized HeII radiation are of the form

ds

dV
5~s0 /4p!@12~b/4!~3 cos2 u21!#, ~14!

whereb is the angular asymmetry parameter andu is the
relative angle between the outgoing photoelectron and t
photon propagation direction. Sinceu590°,

ds

dV
5~s0 /4p!@11~b/4!# ~15!

and so the intensity ratio for the HeII work is then of the
form

F I ~sat!

I ~2b1u!
G
He II

5
s0~sat!$11@b~sat!/4#%

s0~2b1u!$11@b~2b1u!/4#%
. ~16!

The synchrotron work is conducted at the pseudomag
angle, and so requires no angular correction. The intens
ratio here is

F I ~sat!

I ~2b1u!
G
synchrotron

5
s0~sat!

s0~2b1u!
. ~17!

The double ratio~i.e., the ratio of the two intensity ratio
values! is given by

@ I ~sat!/I ~2b1u!#He II
@ I ~sat!/I ~2b1u!#synchrotron

5
$11@b~sat!/4#%

$11@b~2b1u!/4#%
. ~18!

Since the double ratio is approximately 1~within the experi-
mental and calculation uncertainty!, as can be seen in Fig. 8,
there is some evidence thatb~sat!'b(2b1u), supporting the

FIG. 8. Ratio of the intensity of the new correlation peak to the intensity
the 2b1u

21 peak as a function of photon energy for normal ethylene. A
reported ratios are corrected for transmission effects. The HeII result~solid
circle with error bar! was calculated from a spectrum originally published in
Ref. 33 and was not corrected forb factor and transmission effects. The
open circles with error bars are results from the grasshopper monoch
mator, the solid diamonds from the 3 m-TGM, and the solid line serves
highlight the resonance-like features at 42, 57, and 105 eV photon ener

Desjardins et al.: Correla
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suggestion that the 2b1u peak could be the primary peak
associated with the 21.4 eV correlation peak.

The ratio of the new correlation peak to 2b1u for labeled
ethylene is shown in Fig. 9 for comparison. Although there
are fewer data points, the13C-labeled ethylene data are
clearly consistent with the general trend obtained for norma
ethylene~Fig. 8!.

There are two interesting points to note regarding th
photon energy dependence of the intensity of this new co
relation peak of ethylene at 21.4 eV~see Fig. 8!:

~i! the general trend is increasing satellite/2b1u intensity
ratio reaching'20% as the threshold~21.4 eV! is ap-
proached;

~ii ! superimposed on this general trend are thre
‘‘resonance-type’’ features located at photon energies of 4
57, and 105 eV.

The features of the photon energy dependence curve a
unexpected. The resonance-type features or the oscillatio
in the photon energy dependence curve can be characteriz
further as shown in Fig. 10. The new-peak/2b1u intensity
ratio photon energy dependence can be approximated reas
ably well with an exponential decay. Following the Becker–
Shirley scheme, the intensity can be interpreted as bein
composed of three components: an intrinsic correlation com
ponent ~the constant value, 0.021, which is similar to the
behavior of the major satellite at 27.4 eV binding energy!, a
dynamic component@the exponential decay, like continuum
state configuration interaction~CSCI!#, and an oscillating
component. The intrinsic and dynamic components ar
shown in Fig. 10 and the oscillating component in Fig. 11
The constant~intrinsic! and the exponential~dynamic! were
fitted to the data. The data can be seen to exhibit oscillato
behavior around the exponential decay. The intensity rat
values are defined as

Intensity ratio5a@e2e/b1l~e!1c#, ~19!

of
ll

ro-
to
gy.

FIG. 9. Intensity ratio of the new correlation peak to the 2b1u
21 main peak as

a function of photon energy for 1-13C-ethylene. The ratio values have been
corrected for transmission effects. The data are shown as open circles w
error bars; the ratio values for normal ethylene are shown as solid diamond

6393tion states of ethylene
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6394 Desjardins et al.: Correlation states of ethylene
wherea, b, andc are constants~obtained from fitting to the
intensity ratio data! and e is the scaled excess energy~the
threshold energy of 21.4 eV is subtracted from the pho
energies, the resulting values are then converted to ato
units!. The components can then be seen to be: intrinsic5ac;
dynamic5ae2e/b; and oscillating5al~e!. The intrinsic and
dynamic components were subtracted from the data. The
sulting pure oscillating component was then converted fro
scaled excess energy to wave numbers, and the functionl(k)
is plotted in Fig. 11~a!. The parameters from the curve fittin
were then used to generate a smooth curve forl(k) @see Fig.
11~a!# with equally spaced intervals ofk through a simple
FORTRAN program. The oscillating component curve wa
then Fourier transformed using a fast Fourier transfo
~FFT! routine to extract characteristic distances from the o
cillations. The FFT of thel(k) function L(r ) is shown in
Fig. 11~b!. The major characteristic distances are then~0.6
60.1! and~2.260.2! Å, which are of molecular dimensions
Note that the C–C bond length in ethylene is 1.34 Å.

C. Theoretical calculations

In an attempt to gain an understanding of the origin a
symmetry of the new correlation state at 21.4 eV, we carr
out a series of theoretical calculations of the photoelect
spectrum of ethylene. A 196-CGTO basis set is used in
calculations. The (18s13p) Partridge basis set60 was chosen
as the primitive basis for carbon. For hydrogen, Partridg
(10s) basis61 was used. For C, the first 14s functions were
contracted into 2s functions using the 1s and 2s atomic
orbital coefficients. Similarly, the first sevenp functions
were contracted into onep function using the 2p atomic
orbital coefficients. For H, the first sixs functions were con-

FIG. 10. The decomposition of Fig. 8. The intensity ratio values of the n
correlation peak/2b1u

21 for normal ethylene are shown as solid diamond
The photon energy dependence has been decomposed into three co
nents: intrinsic, dynamic, and oscillating~see the text for details!. The in-
trinsic component~constant! is shown as a dot–dash line; the dynamic com
ponent~exponential decay! is shown as a dashed line; and the oscillatin
component is shown in Fig. 11~a!. The data are plotted vs scaled exce
energy. The threshold energy of 21.4 eV has been subtracted from the
ton energies, with the results being converted to atomic units by dividing
differences by 27.21 eV.
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tracted into ones function using the 1s atomic orbital coef-
ficients. The rest of the functions were left uncontracted. Thi
scheme lost less than 0.1 kcal/mol in a trial SCF
calculation62 on CH4. All of the polarization functions were
taken from Dunning.63 For carbon, (3d1 f ) ~ad51.848,
0.649, 0.228;af50.761! polarization functions were used;
for hydrogen, (2p1d) ~ap51.257, 0.355;ad50.916! were
used. This basis was further augmented by putting twop and
two d diffuse Rydberg functions on the center of the C–C
bond with exponents of 0.052 and 0.104 for bothp and d
functions. All Cartesian components were kept ford and f
functions. Therefore, the final basis set was [6s7p3d1 f /
5s2p1d]1111, or 196-CGTO for short. To keep the re-
sults directly comparable, the same geometry as before30,36

was used.
The first level of approximation to the spectrum was

from the SCF calculation. The MO energies of the groun

w
.
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-
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s
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FIG. 11. ~a! The oscillating part of the decomposition of Fig. 8. Thel(k)
function ~plotted in Å21! is obtained by subtracting the constant and the
exponential decay from the intensity ratio values and then converting t
wave numbers. The solid diamonds are the experimental values and the so
line is a fitted curve, generated from fitting parameters.~b! TheL(r ) func-
tion is the fast Fourier transform~FFT! of l(k). Two major characteristic
distances are seen for the oscillating component, with values of~0.660.1!
and ~2.260.2! Å.
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6395Desjardins et al.: Correlation states of ethylene
state are compared with experimental peak positions in Ta
II. It is easy to see that the MO picture is not adequate
describe the location of the primary peaks and is, of cour
unable to explain the appearance of the satellites. With
large basis set, the MO energies are nearly identical to
previous calculations30,35,39,40showing that the SCF orbita
energies have converged.

The second level of approximation was to include a
1p-2h configurations in the final ionic state CI calculatio
with the full virtual space hereafter called the CI 1p-2h
calculation. The lowest 15 roots of the CI matrix for eac
symmetry were calculated. The CI 1p-2h results are shown
in Fig. 12~a!, where only pole strengths greater than 0.0
are included. No ground state CI calculation was done. T
square of the CI coefficient of the leading 0p-1h configura-
tion in C~N21! was used as the pole strength and the en
gies are taken relative to the experimental positions of
first primary peak of each symmetry. A strong2Ag satellite
line at 28.8 eV is observed which has only 17% of the inte
sity of the primary2Ag peak. This calculation did not show
the twinning phenomenon of either the primary or satell
2Ag peak. The computational details of the CI 1p-2h calcu-
lation are available.64

The third level of approximation was to perform a MRS
DCI calculation for the lowest 15 roots of the CI matrix o
each symmetry using molecular orbitals of the neut
ground state~i.e., K orbitals64! hereafter called the MRSD-
CI~MO! calculation. The MRSDCI~MO! results are shown in
Fig. 12~b!. Pole strengths less than 0.005 are ignored. T
square of the coefficients of the leading 0p-1h configuration
in C~N21! was used as the pole strengths. When the
1p-2h calculation is compared with the MRSDCI~MO! cal-
culation, it is seen that after the improvement of the final i
state wave function, not only the intensities, but also the l
positions change. Some twinning structure also appears
result of the configuration interaction. The former2Ag pri-
mary peak at 23.7 eV moves to 23.9 eV, while the forme
weak satellite at 24.7 eV moves to 23.6 eV, but with twi
the intensity, causing twinning centered at about 23.7
where the first line at 23.6 eV is not as strong as the one
23.9 eV. The former 26.3 eV satellite shifts to 25.3 eV wi
nearly four times more intensity. The former 28.8 eV satell
splits into two pairs of dual lines~27.78, 27.80 eV! and
~28.8, 29.6 eV!. In the first pair, the peak at 27.78 eV is muc
stronger, whereas in the second pair, the intensity of the fi
peak is only slightly larger. For most peaks, 0p-1h and 1p-
2h configurations are the leading configurations, while 2p-
3h configurations are less important. The computational
tails of the MRSDCI~MO! calculation are available.64

It should be noted that the line position cannot be p
dicted by simply writing down the main configurations an
summing the energies of each individual process. For
ample, the correlation state at 27.78 eV has the followi
leading configuration: (2b1u)

21(1b3u)
21(1b2g)

1, which in
the common notation is

0.37~2b1u!
21 3~p,p* !20.52~2b1u!

21 1~p,p* !,
~20!

a 1p-2h configuration. For the transition~p,p* !, there are
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬11¬Dec¬2003¬to¬137.82.31.65.¬Redistribution¬subject
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FIG. 12. The theoretical PES calculated using the theoretical line positio
with the experimental peak widths.~a! The theoretical PES drawn using the
intensity data from the CI 1p-2h calculation.~b! The theoretical PES drawn
using the intensity data from the MRSDCI~MO! calculation.~c! The theo-
retical PES drawn using the intensity data from Table III@the MRS-
DCI~ANO! calculation#.
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6396 Desjardins et al.: Correlation states of ethylene
two different excitation energies: 4.6 eV for theT state,65
3~p,p* ! and 7.65 eV for theV state,55 1~p,p* !. The ioniza-
tion potential for the 2b1u orbital is 19.2 eV. After summing
the energies of the individual processes, the results are 26
eV for (2b1u)

21 1~p,p* ! and 23.8 eV for (2b1u)
21 3~p,p* !.

Neither of the two values matches 27.78 eV or the expe
mental value 27.4 eV. Based on the above simple calcu
tions, Gelius12 discarded the2Ag assignment to the satellite
line at 27.4 eV. The above method always gives lower ener
than experimental values. Lindholm and A˚ sbrink41 produced
a detailed discussion about this problem, but through a sem
empirical method, HAM/3.

To ease the comparison of the calculations with the e
perimental PES, the experimental linewidth for each line w
used in conjunction with the calculated intensities to produ
theoretical PES. Comparing the CI 1p-2h calculation@Fig.
12~a!# and the MRSDCI~MO! calculation@Fig. 12~b!#, it is
easily seen that the MRSDCI~MO! calculation improved the
predicted PES spectrum for the satellite region, but produc
a worse shape for the2Ag primary peak at 23.7 eV.

Because of the poor agreement of the above calculatio
with experiment, ion and neutral MRSDCI calculation
based on the average natural orbitals~ANOs! were then per-
formed. The ANOs based on states of a given symme
were obtained from the average density matrix for the fir
15 roots from the former ion MRSDCI calculation on tha
symmetry. For each symmetry, the lowest 15 roots for th
cation were calculated and a MRSDCI calculation for th
ground state of the neutral molecule using the same AN
was performed and, to approximate the intensities, the p
strengths were obtained. The final MRSDCI~ANO! results
are shown in Table III and the corresponding theoretical PE
can be found in Fig. 12~c!. More detailed information of all
these MRSDCI~ANO! calculations are available.64 Table II
shows the actual primary peak positions as calculated.
Table III and Fig. 12~c! these have been shifted slightly so
that the first peak of each symmetry agrees with experime

A MRSDCI calculation~using the ANOs for both the
neutral molecule and the cation! on the2B2g symmetry mani-
fold was done, although there is no primary peak corr
sponding to this symmetry. In the neutral ground state, t
configurationp*2←p2 has the second largest weight an
may give observable intensity through the overlap with th
ion configurationp22p* , which belongs to the2B2g symme-
try. The final MRSDCI calculation shows that only the firs
root of this symmetry has observable intensity~Sj

2'0.02!
and it lies at 17.2 eV.

When the MRSDCI~ANO! calculation is compared to
the MRSDCI~MO! calculation, it can easily be seen that th
states of2Ag symmetry have been improved for both th
primary peak and the satellite region. From Table III and Fi
12~c!, it can also be seen that with this calculation, the sa
ellite has nearly the same shape as the experimen
results,27,28 with about 35% of the intensity of the2Ag pri-
mary peak, although the line separation is overestimated
;0.3 eV. After comparing the important configurations fo
each peak, it should be noted that in Fig. 12~c!, the peak at
23.4 eV, which corresponds to the 23.6 eV line in Fig. 12~b!,
gets more intensity, whereas the peak at 23.9 eV in Fig. 12~b!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬11¬Dec¬2003¬to¬137.82.31.65.¬Redistribution¬subject
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moves to 24.6 eV in Fig. 12~c!, while losing some intensity,
making the ‘‘twinning phenomenon’’ more obvious. The
peak at 25.1 eV@25.3 eV in Fig.~12b!# becomes very weak.
The2B2g satellite at 17.2 eV acts as the long tail of the2B2u
primary peak at 15.9 eV. There are four candidates for th
new correlation peak at 21.4 eV binding energy. A2B1u cor-
relation state appears at 20.2 eV and a2B2u correlation state
appears at 22.2 eV. There is also a2Ag state at 22.1 eV and a
2B3g state at 21.9 eV but these states have very small po
strengths~see Table III!.

For the2B1g and
2Au symmetries, only 1p-2h CI calcu-

lations were performed using canonical MOs. Because th
first roots of the2B1g and

2Au symmetries lie far above 30
eV binding energy with pole strengths on the order of 1025

~see Table III!, the possibility that the new correlation peak at
21.4 eV belongs to one of these two symmetries is exclude

Overall, the final theoretical MRSDCI~ANO! PES fits
the experimental spectra quite well especially in the inne
valence region~see Fig. 13!. Caution should be exercised in
comparing the experimentaloutervalence region PES in Fig.
13 with the present theoretical calculations since the calcu
lations do not include the dipole matrix elements and th
peak intensities are simply proportional toSj

2. The present
theoretical results also clearly illustrates the subtleties an
caveats of predicting the intensities and binding energies
correlation states even for a simple molecule like ethylene
The problems with assigning the symmetry of the correlatio
states at 27.4 and 21.4 eV is one point. Another is the twin
ning phenomenon which appears to be a real phenomen
and not a calculation artifact.

It is appropriate to point out that the twinning of the
primary2Ag peak at 23.7 eV is not affected by using ISCI in
the intensity~pole strength! calculation. From Table III, the

FIG. 13. Comparison of the normal ethylene spectrum taken at 91.1 e
~Fig. 1! with the final theoretical~MRSDCI-ANO! calculation@Table III and
Fig. 12~c!#. It can be seen that the agreement is good in the inner valenc
region.
, No. 16, 22 April 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6397Desjardins et al.: Correlation states of ethylene
square of the coefficient of the leading hole state for ea
peak can be calculated. It is 0.21~0.462! for the 23.4 eV line
and 0.30~0.552! for the 24.6 eV line. Then the ratio between
these two lines is about 0.70, while the value calculated fro
the pole strengths which include ISCI is about 0.68.

Despite the general consistency, there is some disagr
ment between Tables III and IV in Murray and Davidson.30

The peaks at 22.1~2Ag! and 29.6 eV~2B3g! were not found
in the previous study.30 The dual peaks at 23.4 and 24.6 eV
of 2Ag symmetry correspond to the previously reported30

single peak at 23.7 eV and the intensities also have so
disagreement. Comparing the present results with other st
ies, it is found that the twinning of the primary2Ag peak
which was observed in the calculations of Cederbaumet al.37

and Baker38 is a true phenomenon, although the present ca
culation’s intensity ratio is different. According to the MRS
DCI~ANO! calculation, the observable intensity in the 27.0
30.0 eV binding energy ‘‘satellite region’’ is a result of2Ag

correlations only. All of the previous calculations30,39–42

showed some intensity in this region from other symmetrie
The present calculation gave many states of other symme
in this energy region but none of these states had apprecia
intensity.

D. Origin of resonance structures

In this section we provide plausible explanations for th
unexpected features found in the photon energy depende
of the cross sections of the new correlation peak~21.4 eV!.
As discussed in a previous letter,28 the overall feature of
increasing cross section towards threshold is indicative
dynamic correlations In particular, this feature is associat
with continuum state configuration interaction otherwis
known as conjugate shakeup.66

Following the phenomenology of Becker and Shirley3

the term ‘‘shakeup’’ is limited to correlation peaks that ex
hibit an increasing cross section with increasing photon e
ergy ~or kinetic energy! eventually reaching a plateau as th
sudden limit is approached and therefore classified as d
namic correlation. However, historically the term shakeu
took a broader definition11,52 and refers to a photoionization
process whereby an electron makes a dipole transition fro
orbital i to continuum statef accompanied by a ‘‘monopole’’
transition from orbitalm to orbitaln. The shake-up transition
moment is given by

M shakeup5^ f umu i &C~ i21f !~ i21m21n f ! , ~21!

whereCab are the CI coefficients describing the ion in stat
b. This picture is akin to a common view that correlatio
states~shakeup! are due to ‘‘ionization plus excitation pro-
cesses.’’ Clearly this mechanism may be considered as FIS
and thus can be classified as an intrinsic correlation; howe
we defer to the Becker–Shirley phenomenology—the fram
work which is the subject of the present investigation.

On the other hand, conjugate shakeup refers to a proc
whereby an electron makes a ‘‘monopole’’ transition from
orbital i to continuum statef accompanied by a dipole tran-
sition from orbitalm to orbital n. The conjugate shake-up
transition moment is given by
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M conjugate shakeup5^numum&C~m21n!~ i21m21n f ! . ~22!

The relevant coefficients for calculation of relative photoion-
ization cross sections are thereforeC( i21f )( i21m21n f )

' ^num& andC(m21n)( i21m21n f )'^ f u i & for shakeup and con-
jugate shakeup, respectively. The approximate relations o
the CI coefficients to monopole matrix elements hold when
ever separate sets of SCF optimized MOs are employed
the ion and the neutral as, e.g., in the relaxed Hartree–Foc
approximation.11 It can be shown2 that the peak intensity of
the conjugate process decreases like;k22 at largek. Here
the continuum state is approximated by a plane wave wit
wave vectork.

Because of the high symmetry of ethylene and the spe
cific excitations involved in the four candidate correlation
states that might contribute to the 21.4 eV correlation peak
the shake-up process@Eq. ~21!# cannot contribute signifi-
cantly.The conjugate shake-up process [Eq. (22)] is possible
for all four candidate correlation states(2Ag ,

2B3g,
2B1u,

2B2u). The
2Ag state with an outgoing electron of sym-

metry b3u can mix with, and get intensity from, the
nag←1b3u Rydberg excitation of neutral ethylene. The

2B3g
state with an outgoing electron of symmetryb2u, the

2B1u
state with an outgoing electron of symmetryag , and the

2B2u
state with an outgoing electron of symmetryb3g can all
couple with the strongp*←p excitation (b2g←b3u) of neu-
tral ethylene. Further, these last three states can also m
with each other through interchannel coupling since they a
have overall symmetry1B1u. The leading configurations in
theseN-electron states~including the outgoing electron! dif-
fer from each other by double excitations so they can b
strongly mixed by electron correlation effects.

Dynamic correlations such as conjugate shakeup hav
been observed in various atomic and molecular system
Careful inspection of the photon energy dependence of th
correlation states of helium,15,67,68lithium,9 neon,10 and CO69

shows that the satellite intensity increases smoothlyto within
10 eV of threshold. Very close to threshold~0–10 eV photo-
electron kinetic energy! additional structure is generally ob-
served and have been attributed to autoionization and/o
shape resonance.

Autoionization, otherwise known as interchannel
coupling,3 refers to the decay of doubly excited states to
different satellite channels~i.e., different excited states of the
ion!. These doubly excited states exert a significant influenc
on the correlation state cross sections. Interchannel couplin
in atomic systems has been clearly illustrated in near thresh
old PES experiments of Willset al.70 as well as fluorescence
measurements by Samsonet al.71 The resonance structures
observed in these cases are strong and sharp~;200 meV
FWHM! and occur within 10 eV of threshold. The resonance
structures observed in the present experiment occur great
than 20 eV above threshold and are fairly broad structure
~;8 eV FWHM!. Since one cannot generalize interchanne
coupling effects from the atomic case to a molecular case
we have searched for possible clues to doubly excited state
A survey of available photoionization and photoabsorption
data on ethylene do not reveal anything extraordinary in th
vicinity of the resonance photon energies~i.e., 42, 57, and
, No. 16, 22 April 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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6398 Desjardins et al.: Correlation states of ethylene
105 eV!. The total photoabsorption data of Leeet al.72 shows
a smooth trend over 180–650 Å~69–19 eV!. The inner va-
lence photoionization cross section data of Brennanet al.73

for the 2ag
21 and 2b1u

21 primary channels also do not show
any clear structures in the 25–100 eV photon energy ran
Likewise, the partial photoionization cross section data
Grimm et al.74 for the 1b2u

21 channel do not reveal any struc-
ture in the 12–26 eV photon energy range. Thus of the e
perimental data presently available, there is no strong e
dence to suggest interchannel coupling.

Shape resonances75 have been used to rationalize broa
structures in the cross sections for photoionization and ele
tron scattering of atoms and molecules. In a simplified sen
for photoionization, the outgoing photoelectron experienc
a superposition of polarization, exchange correlation, a
centrifugal potentials which provides a barrier into the inne
region of the potential energy curve. This barrier, otherwis
known as the anisotropic molecular field, allows for th
‘‘trapping’’ of the photoelectron at particular energies know
as the shape resonance energies. Shape resonance has
invoked as a rationalization for broad structures observed
the photon energy dependence of the core correlation st
cross sections of N2

76 and CO.69 In the case of CO, a shape
resonance in theK-shell p→p* correlation states was pre-
dicted in theoretical calculations by McCoyet al.77 and Luc-
cheseet al.78 This shape resonance was recently observed
Reichet al.69 although at slightly lower photon energy. The
photon energy dependence curve shows the width~;5 eV
FWHM! of the single shape resonance in aK-shell correla-
tion state of CO69 to be consistent with the widths observe
in ethylene~;8 eV FWHM!. The only difference is that in
the photon energy dependence curve of the inner valen
correlation state of ethylene more than one broad structure
observed. Thus it is difficult to explain the multiresonanc
structure within the framework of simple shape resonan
theory.75 A recent multichannel configuration interaction
method78 appears to be promising for the present cas
Many-channel effects have been shown to be more critical
describing the satellite states as compared to the primary
states.

Another possible interpretation was also advanced in
earlier report.28 The multiresonance features can be consi
ered as oscillations superimposed on a smoothly increas
cross section towards threshold. Thus we attempt to char
terize these oscillations in Sec. IV B. We find that the Fouri
transform of the purely oscillating fraction of the correlatio
state cross section yields two characteristic distances, nam
0.6 and 2.2 Å. It is interesting to note that these distances
simple fractions~R0/2 and 3R0/2! of the C–C bond length in
ethylene~R051.34 Å!. Further theoretical and experimenta
into these observations would be most useful.

The MRSDCI~ANO! calculations indicate that the new
correlation peak at 21.4 eV can be either a2B1u state pre-
dicted at 20.2 eV, a2B2u state predicted at 22.2 eV, a2Ag

state at 22.1 eV, or a2B3g state at 21.9 eV. The
2B1u state is

predominantly a 3ag
21~p→p* ! process with intensity bor-

rowed from the 2b1u
21 primary hole whereas the2B2u state is

predominantly a 1b3g
21~p→p* ! process with intensity bor-

rowed from the 1b2u
21 primary hole. The calculated pole
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strengths for the2B1u and
2B2u states are the same~0.06!.

Note that the present MRSDCI~ANO! calculations apply
only to the intrinsic component and do not include som
dynamic components~e.g., conjugate shakeup! since bound–
free mixing between highly excited neutrals and free electr
neutrals are not included. On this point we can also consid
the 2Ag and 2B3g, both with zero pole strengths, as likely
candidates; but without detailed calculations~e.g., bound–
free mixing! anything further is premature.

Whereas arguments based on general observations
garding the tendency of MRSDCI calculations to overes
mate energy separations would support a2B2u assignment,
estimates of the experimentalb parameter for the new cor-
relation peak would support a2B1u symmetry assignment.
Still there is no strong evidence to decide between any of t
four candidate correlation states. A clue lies perhaps in
simple analysis of some of the candidate correlation stat
Consider the occupied valence orbitals and lowest unoc
pied orbital~Kimura notation! of ethylene:

2ag~s!2b1u~s* !1b2u~pCH2
1 !3ag~sCC!

31b3g~pCH2
2 !1b3u~p!1b2g~p* !.

Relative to the primary hole~s*→continuum!, the 2B1u
satellite arises from a~s*←sCC,p→p* ! double excitation
wherein aparticle excited to ap* orbital is offset by ahole
~s* ! excited tosCC. As discussed by Martin and Davidson,

36

this ‘‘one-down one-up’’ process takes very little energy an
plays an important role in very intense satellites. Relative
the primary hole~pCH2

1 →continuum!, the2B2u satellite arises
from a ~pCH2

1 ←pCH2
2 ,p→p* ! double excitation wherein the

particle excited to ap* orbital is offset by ahole ~pCH2
1 !

excited topCH2
2 .

In summary, synchrotron PES experiments indicate th
the new correlation peak at 21.4 eV is a dynamic correlati
and most likely associated with a conjugate shake-up p
cess. MRSDCI~ANO! calculations indicate four possible cor
relation states (2B1u,

2B2u,
2Ag ,

2B3g) corresponding to this
new correlation peak. The exact origin of the observed osc
lations in the new correlation peak/2b1u intensity ratio as a
function of photon energy is still unknown.
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